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        CLG-47999 
      INK2J00022-H01 p2 

 
 
 
 

Normal Cut-off Values 
 

 
Probe Set: 20q11.21(Red) / 1q32.3(Green)  
 

Signal Pattern Observed % of cells 
w/signal pattern 
(Your Results) 

Normal Cut-off value at 
99% Confidence 

2R/2G            99.5% NA 
3R/2G             0.5% 4.9% 
    
 
  
Please note that signal patterns that fall below the normal cut-off value most likely represent false-
positive signal patterns, but the possibility that these may represent a small emerging cell population 
cannot be ruled out. 
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	Cell ID: INK2J00022-H01 p2
	labnumber: CLG-47999
	passage: 2
	PI:  William Skarnes
	spectype: Human iPS Culture
	contact: Justin McDonough
	indication: Routine Culture QC
	email: justin.mcdonough@jax.org
	testcode: 100
	datereceived: 11/01/22
	accountnumber: NA
	datereported: 12/29/22
	address: The Jackson Laboratory10 Discovery DriveFarmington, CT 06032
	PO: INDI Plus (210355-0922)
	datecult: 1 Day
	bandtech: GTL
	bandres: Poor
	metacounted: 20
	metaanalyzed: 16
	metakaryo: 2
	extra address: 
	results: 46,XY[15]                             See Interpretation BelowADDENDUM FISH RESULTS: See Interpretation Below
	aberrations: 42,X,-Y,-16,-18,-20[1]          43,XY,-2,-9,-13[1]42,XY,-1,-7,-10,-10[1]           46,XY,?dup(20)(q11.2q11.2)[1]44,XY,-5,-7[1]
	interpretation: Cytogenetic analysis was performed on twenty G-banded metaphase cells from human cell line INK2J00022-H01 p2.  Although fifteen cells demonstrated an apparently normal male karyotype, one cell demonstrated what may be a very small duplication within band q11.2 of the long arm of chromosome 20, which includes the BCL2L1 gene. Because this region of chromosome 20 is very small and has few landmarks (G-bands), it is impossible to determine whether this apparent duplication is an artifact (such as chromosomal stretching) or a true microduplication of 20q11.2. Extra copies of this region of the long arm of chromosome 20 are associated with a proliferative growth advantage in human pluripotent stem cells, enabling a few cells to completely replace the normal cells in relatively few passages. To determine the significance of the questionable cell, we suggest that FISH analysis be performed using a probe designed to detect small populations of cells with changes in chromosome 20q copy number. FISH analysis can be performed on the remaining cell pellet, or on a later passage of this culture. In addition, four cells demonstrated non-clonal chromosome aberrations (listed above), which are most likely technical artifacts.(continued on page 2)
	CaseNo: 47999
	interpretation2: Two hundred interphase nuclei (per probe set) were examined by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) using the probe sets listed below in order to detect changes in chromosomes 1 and BCL2L1 gene copy number. Probe sets used:20q11.21 / 1q32.3All probe sets demonstrated an apparently normal FISH signal pattern at a 99% confidence level based on cut-off values determined by our laboratory (see page 3).
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